punching me for much less provocation than injecting a needle into his skin. ''This is Lidocaine, like Novocain at the dentist,'' I said. ''It may burn going in, but then you'll feel nothing. ' I focused on making certain the wound was absolutely clean. I noticed a wedding band, dull gold covered with grease and mossy tarnish. I laid a sterile drape over the entire hand. A hole in the middle exposed only the laceration.
''Don't touch this area above the drape. It's sterile. I don't want you to contaminate the wound now that I've cleaned it.'' He yawned. His face was reptilian, coarse and creviced. If he removed his skin, crumpled it into a ball, and flattened it out again, it wouldn't look this bad. After raising his right hand to cover his mouth, he tugged on the sterile drape with his greased fingers.
''What did I just tell you?'' ''Sorry,'' he said, actually looking remorseful. I began suturing without the usual comments. I didn't ask whether the needle hurt. I didn't describe how I was probing the cut in search of buried flecks of metal, grease, or flannel threads. I didn't want to talk with him, which was unfortunate. Repairing the laceration would take time. Sitting down to sew can be a pleasant break, an opportunity to have a conversation, not as doctor and patient, but as normal people might do if they found themselves sitting together, waiting. Tension grew without words to fill the time.
I thought of his wife. Who would marry such a man? I imagined her as slight, prematurely graying, soft spoken. A proud, quiet drunk who never slurred her words, nor did she stumble. At worst she rattled the coffee cup in its saucer and spilled a few drops. He probably hit her, but not nearly as much as he used to.
Their grown children probably lived within a few hours' drive. They straddled the limits of distance and proximity, living as far away as possible while remaining near enough to visit and check on their mother.
With each knotted stitch, the wound edges together but barely touching, I believed I was closer to figuring him out. By the time I finished, I no longer disliked him as much.
I collected the suture instruments; he examined his thumb. ''How many stitches?'' he asked. ''Thirteen.'' I held his hand, wiped off the blood, applied a clean dressing. ''No work for two days.'' ''I'm going back to work now.'' He pulled out a folded paper from his shirt pocket. ''Fill this out. I can't go back to work without a doctor's OK.'' He pointed to a few lines on the form, the boxes I needed to check, and where I should sign.
''You're right-handed. You have a deep cut into your right hand. If you use it the stitches could tear open, the wound might get infected.'' ''That shouldn't happen if you did a good job, right?'' I didn't have time to respond before he took the scissors off the suture tray, eased himself out of his flannel shirt, and tried cutting the sleeve above the elbow, above where the fabric was shredded.
''Give me those scissors,'' I said. His hand, bulkily wrapped with gauze, barely allowed his fingers to operate a simple pair of scissors. A potbelly bulged through his white T-shirt, tinted gray. He winced, jaw clenched tight, trying to slice through fabric that would only fold and catch between two blades.
He pushed the scissors and the shirt into my hands. ''You do it.''
